
I

V.Harrelson-Sth Grade ELA Outline of Work and Directions I

Week 1- March 23-27 I·
Handout is already in student packets from 3/1~· and uploaded to joe website- (Wooly Puff Rescue /(Just
Like Home) .
MYON or a book you have at home- complete your reading log or ake an AR test. •
If you would like to do more: there are IXLLessons, l-Readv Lesso s. •

Week 2 - March 30 -April 3
Handout is already in student packets from 3/116and uploaded to he website- (Mrs. Majeska and the
Lost Glove)
MYON or a book you have at home- complete your reading log or ake an AR test .:
If you would like to do more: there are IXLLessons, I-Ready Lesso s.

I

Week 3- April 13 - April 17 (These are the new aSS@1rl1entS bei~ added'to'ttte qistancelearning
Packet) I

ReadWorks- Finding Salinger I,

MYON or a book you have at home- complete your reading log oj take an AR test.
If you would like to do more: there are IXLLessons, I-Ready Lessrs.

Week 4 - April 20 - April 24 I
ReadWorks-News Debate:Virtual Ed
MYON or a book you have at home- complete your reading log or take an AR test.
If you would like to do more: there are IXLLessons, I-Ready Lessons.

Week 5 - April 27 - May 1
Readworks-A Special Delivery :
MYON or a book you have at home- complete your reading log qr take an AR test.
If you would like to do more: there are IXLLessons, I-Ready Lessfns.

I '

*Parents-The above weekly reading assignments will be posted lin Google Classroom. Also, each Friday
morning the answer key will be uploaded for review. If your chi d has any questions or would like extra
help then he/she may email me or join me in Google Hangout n the schedules dates and invite times
(check your email for weekly invites). If you do not have access 0 a computer, and need assistance,
please call me 882-4413.

Thanks -Mrs. Harrelson

Keep up the good work!! !!!



ReadWorkst News Debate: Virtual Ed

News Debate: Virt

Do cyber schools make the graCfie?
Students in Caldwell, Idaho, can attend class in their pajamas! At Vallivue Virtual Academy, courses
are taught online. Students work at home with parents, wh~ serve as learning coaches. A certified
teacher oversees the students' progress.

I

The cyber school was launched as a free option for students in kindergarten through grade 8 who
have trouble succeeding in the district's traditional public school, Supporters of the program say that
virtual schools help students avoid the social pressures that can interfere with learning. In addition,
supporters argue, online courses provide kids with more focused instruction and course options than
they can get in a typical school.

Not everyone gives cyber schools a passing grade, however. Some educators argue that online
learning makes it hard for students to make friends. Many parents also feel that cyber schools put
unrealistic time demands on them because they have to oversee their kids' daily work.

Are virtual schools a valid option? Current Events student reporters Sophia Platcow and Peter
Brosnan each log in on a side.

© 2012 ReadWorks®. Inc. All rights reserved. Article: Copyright © 2009 Weekly Reader Corporation All rights reserved W kl Rd' . ReadWorks.org
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ReadWorks'
News Debate: Virtual Ed

Crash Course to Failure
Technology can benefit education, but it shouldn't take over education. Students who go to virtual
schools will miss many of the benefits of being in a real school,

If kids attend school online, they will miss out on important social interactions. Payton Mcdonough,
13, a seventh grader from Glencoe, III., agrees. "I don't know how I could sit at a computer all day
without actually interacting with my peers and teachers," he says.

In addition, virtual schools don't have enough structure. Students who take online courses can set
their own schedules, which will cause problems for students who have trouble staying motivated.

Furthermore, online schooling puts stress on parents because they have to supervise what their kids
do at home. Many parents have full-time jobs. How are they going to run their children's education,
excel in their jobs, and take care of their other responsibilities at home?

Virtual schools will make it harder for students to learn and will put too much pressure on parents.

lt's Time for Tech
I

In this ever-changing age of technology, it is important for st~dents to learn to work in the virtual
world. I

I

Virtual learning does not need to replace classroom learninq entirely, but it can help students work at
their own pace. If students struggle with subjects, they can take those courses online and spend more
time on them. Valerie VanSelous, a teacher from Hopewell iT'ownship,N.J., agrees. "Teachers,
students, and parents need to embrace new technology and not be afraid of it. Offering different
teaching aids just might be the key to unlocking a student's potential."

Virtual schools can also offer students much more flexible schedules. Students often juggle
extracurricular activities, sports, and schoolwork, and cyber schools could help them manage
everything.

Finally, attending vi~ual school can prepare students for college and for work after graduation. "We
need"t0 be responsible for working on o~r own," s~ys Angela Goscilo, a senior from Pound Ridge,
~.Y. We ~eed to develop technology skills that will help us in whatever we do. Getting an early start
ISa good Idea." .

© 2012 ReadWorks®. Inc. All rights reserved. Article: Cop ti ht©
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ReadWorks" News Debate: Virtual Ed - Comprehension Questions

Name: Date: --+-----
1. What is Vallivue Virtual Academy?

A. a private school in Glencoe, Illinois

B. a charter school in Hopewell Township, New Jersey

C. a traditional public school in Caldwell, Idaho

D. a cyber school where courses are taught online

2. What argument is presented in this text?

A. an argument about prayer in schools

B. an argument about virtual schools
C. an argument about whether school should be ye~r-round

D. an argument about what classes students should be required to take

3. Virtual schools are bad for kids.

,

What evidence in the text supports this conclusion? I

A. Virtual schools provide kids with more focused instruction than they get in a typical
school.
B. Virtual schools provide kids with more course options than they get in a typical school.

C. Students who attend virtual schools can set their own schedules, which will cause
problems for students who have trouble staying motivated.

D. Attending virtual schools can prepare students for college and work after graduation
by training them to work independently.

4. Virtual schools are good for kids.

What evidence in the text supports this conclusion?

A. Vi.rtualschools help students avoid the social pressures that can interfere with
learning. I'

I

B. If kids attend virtual schools, they will miss out ion important social interactions.

~. Virtual schooling puts stress on parents because they have to supervise what their
kids do at home. :

I

D. A cyber school for students in kindergarten thrbugh eighth g'rade I .
Caldwell, Idaho. I' was aunched In

ReadWorks.org . © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved,



ReadWorks' News Debate: Virtual Ed - Comprehension Questions
I

5. What is the main idea of this text?
I
I
I
I
I

A. Students in Caldwell, Idaho, can attend class in their pajamas.
I

B. Students who go to virtual schools will miss many qf the benefits of being in a real
school. II
C. It is important for students to learn to work in the VIrtualworld.

I

D. There are various arguments for and against virtual schools.
I

6. Read these sentences from the text.

"Not everyone gives cyber schools a passing grade, however. Some educators argue
that online learning makes it hard for students to make friends. Many parents also feel
that cyber schools put unrealistic time demands on them because they have to oversee

their kids' daily work."
,

I
I

What does the statement "Not everyone gives cyber schools a passing grade" mean

here?

A. Not everyone approves of cyber schools.

B. Not everyone has given cyber schools a test.

C. Not everyone has attended a cyber school.

D. Not everyone cares about students in cyber schools.

ReadWorks.org . © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



ReadWorks~ Newt Debate: Virtual Ed - Comprehension Questions

I

7. Read these sentences from the text. i

"If kids attend school online, they will miss out on lmportant social interactions. Payton
Mcdonough, 13, a seventh grader from Glencoe, 111., a~rees. 'I don't know how I could
sit at a computer all day without actually interacting wit~ my peers and teachers,' he

I

says. I
I
I
I
I

In addition, virtual schools don't have enough structure. Students who take online
I

courses can set their own schedules, which will cause/problems for students who have

trouble staying motivated."
I

What word or phrase could best replace "in addition" ft the beginning of the second

paragraph? I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
!

I
I
!
I

A. First

B.Also

c. Instead
D. In contrast

i
I

8. Why does virtual schooling put stress on parents?
I

9. What is different about the number of course options kids get in virtual schools
compared to typical schools?

10. Using evidence from the text, make an argument for or against virtual schools.

ReadWorks.org . © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. AU rights reserved.



ReadWorks"
Finding Salinger

Finding Salin

It had been raining again today, so Sonia had decided to a her original plan to walk h.omeafter
school. On a nicer day, it wouldn't have been too bad. Her ouse was just a little over a mile away
from the school where she had just started her seventh year, and if she walked fast, she could cover
the distance in less than twenty minutes. When she had her headphones in and listened to music, it
felt like the time and distance went by even faster. Lately, she had been trying to listen to her older
brother Tom's music collection. It was mostly just old guys with guitars: Bob Dylan, Eric Clapton, and
Bruce Springsteen. Sonia thought it was alright; nothing special. But it was better than nothing.

It was better than nothing, which was exactly what she had today. Her MP3 player had run out of
battery, so she left it at home to charge. And she wasn't allowed to have a cellphone until high school,
so she couldn't keep herself occupied by playing games or sending text messages to her friends, like
everyone else on the bus was doing. It was pretty unfair, she thought. Everyone else got to have a
phone to entertain themselves, and she just had to sit there, bored, wasting her time. She stared out
the window at the grey skies and grey town, and thought about how ugly it all was. Then she shifted
her attention to the spots and smudges on the window, inspecting them to see if they looked like
anything. She found a group of water spots that formed a lopsided face. The rest looked like nothing
at all. Everything was just so dreary. Bored with her game, she sat and stared blankly into space for
the remainder of the short bus trip.

Th~ bus dropped her off just half a block from the house she lived in with her mom, brother, and cat,
Salinger. They had rescued the cat from a shelter less th n a year ago. It was a grey tabby cat with

ReadWorks.org . © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



ReadWorks'
Finding Salinger

black stripes, and Tom had insisted on naming it after some wr ter he liked. They had adopted the cat
at Sonia's insistence, because she wanted someone to keep h r company in the afternoons when her
mom was still at the accounting firm, and Tom was at his part- me job at the mall food court. Salinger
was already a few years old when they brought him home, an at first Sonia had been disappointed
not to get a kitten, but later she decided it was probably better ~hisway. He had a good temperament
and wasn't constantly scratching and biting at things. Most aft~rnoons, he was content to just curl up
in Sonia's lap and let her stroke his ears while she did her hotwork or watched television.

As she unlocked the front door, Sonia decided that today she ould allow herself to just lie around for
an afternoon and do nothing but watch cartoons. She didn't have much homework anyway, and there
wasn't much else to do around the place. When her parents got divorced, her mom had insisted on
moving out to a nice house in the suburbs so that Sonia and ~er brother wouldn't have to grow up
amid the chaos and noise of Seattle. But on afternoons like this, thought Sonia, what she wouldn't
give to be in the city. She could go to the movies or the arcade or the mall, in a matter of minutes, and
she wouldn't have to constantly beg her mother and Tom to rive her around.

Sonia kicked off her sneakers, which were slightly damp fro the day's rain, and hung her jacket next
to the door. It was a little bit chilly inside the house, because her mom liked to turn the heat off during
the day when no one was home, to save on gas bills. Sonia lipped open the thermostat cover and set
the temperature to 80 degrees. She felt like making the hou e really warm so that she could sit in
front of the television wearing just a T-shirt and jeans to wat h cartoons, and then she could pretend it
was summer again, rather than the seemingly never-ending dreariness that went on for months and
months every winter.

She pulled her sweater off over her head and set off to find alinger so that she could watch cartoons
with him. In the afternoons, he could usually be found sunb thing in front of one of the upstairs
bedroom windows, but he wasn't in one of his regular spots today. Where could that cat have gone
to? She checked the closets and the bathrooms, and did a horough inspection of the rooms
downstairs as well, even looking under all the furniture just 0 be sure. Was it possible he had gotten
out?

"SALINGER!" she yelled at the top of her lungs. "SALINGER, COME HE~E!"

Afte~a few minutes, she .stopp~d, feeling a bit silly. Logically, she had known that wouldn't work. It's
not like th~y had ever trained him to answer to his name, and did cats even do that, anyway? Not
s~re. Sonia made a mental note that when she found Salinger she would try to train him to an t
his name. swer 0

T.hensomething caught her attention in the kitchen. Sonia noticed that one of the windo b th
sln~ had b.eenleft slightly ajar-Tom had opened it in the morning after setting off the sm:: a love e
while.makln~ toast. It might just be possible for a cat to jump onto the counter an . e a arm
opening. Salinger wasn't an outdoor cat though and he h d d slip through that
they'd brought him home. Worried, Soni~ quickl ' bundled ~ nev~r ~one out of the h~use since
damp sneakers, and went outto the backyard t~ look for th: ::tn, jammed her feet Into her still-

She.couldn't remember the last time she had actuall com .
particularly inclined toward gardening or h me i y e out here. Nq one In her family was
was when they moved in. It was overgrow~ a~~:~;~~ee~e:~vso t~~y h~~ left the backyard the way it
bushes, and there was never quite enough sunlight, due t the rn In.WII~grass and shapeless
ReadWorks.org .© 2013 ReadWorks® Inc All . hI asslve trees that cast their shadows
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ReadWorks~ Finding Salinger

over the yard all year round. It felt like being in a forest. Everyt ing was still covered in water droplets
from the day's rain, and the ground smelled damp and sweet i that special way that only wet earth
and vegetation can smell.

This was one thing Sonia enjoyed about living out in the middl of nowhere. When it rained in the city,
it just smelled like wet pavement, mixed with the same city sm lis that are always there: cigarette
smoke, gasoline, exhaust, urine.

She spotted a movement out of the corner of her eye, near a opening in a thicket. Salinger? She
immediately followed the source of the movement, pushing h r way through the thicket to see if the
cat had gone through to the other side. She had to hunch ov r to get through the opening, and she
emerged on the other side with her clothes damp and all cov red with leaves. Hopefully there weren't
any creepy bugs in that thicket. She started checking her clot es to see if she had anything crawling
on her, but then she saw something that made her forget herlconcerns about spiders and ants.

Right in front of her, there was a small pond that she could h ve sworn had never been there before.
She hadn't been out in the backyard in a very long time, but he summer her family had moved in,
Sonia had done some exploring, and she certainly would ha e remembered if there had been a pond.
Looking closely, she could see small shapes swimming arou d in the water-tadpoles! The pond
must have been dry in the summer, but the torrential rains 0 the past few weeks had restored it!

And over on the other side of the pond, also staring intently t the tadpoles, was Salinger the cat!

"Salinger!" Sonia hissed at him. The cat looked up. So he d es know what his name is, she thought.
She went over and scooped him up, carefully carrying him ack through the thicket and toward the
house.

Before going back inside the warm house, she turned back to look at the yard and took a deep
breath, inhaling the earthy smell. I should really come out h re more, she thought. There was a whole
world out here she had been missing. Maybe tomorrow sh would take Salinger out to try and catch
some of the tadpoles in the pond.

ReadWorks.org . © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



ReadWorks' ReadWorks Vocabulary - insist

insist in sist

Advanced Definition
intransitive verb

1. to be firm and unyielding about something.

I insisted on seeing the man IS supervisor.

I told her she couldn't come in, but she insisted, an I wasforced to allow her.

2. to emphasize something with firmness (usu. fol. by on .

He insists on the rightness of his decision.

transitive verb
1. to state with firmness or resolve (usu. fol. by a claus ).

She insisted that someone had been lurking in the all.

2. to continue to demand or require.

I insisted that he leave, andfinally he did.

Spanish cognate

insistlr: The Spanish word lnsistir means insist.

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:

1. "You'll feel better tomorrow,"insisted Sammy. "Believe me. I know."

2. The two were on their way to Pittsburgh from New York City. Sam hated rushing things and
insisted that they take backroads. Joe was in.

3. People in both cities feel very strongly about their bagels, and there is something of an
ongoing competition between them. Residents of Mtmtreal insist their brand of bagel is better
than the famous New York kind.

4. When the driver got up from his seat to insist that she give up hers, she would not be pushed.
When he threatened to have her arrested, she simply replied, "You may do that." And he did.

,

5. However, supporters insist that space exploration offers enormous long-term benefits to all of
humanki~d and that the.United Sta~esshould not be deterred from this mission. "The space
program IS a long-term Investment In our future," Griffin says. I

I

6. Taxi drivers at the airport clamored for her attention, shouting an~ barking at her and each
. . ReadWorks.org . © 2020 ReadWorks®. Inc. All rights reserved.

Definitions and sample sentences within definitio s are provided by Wordsmyth. © 2015 Wordsmyth. All rights reserved.



other in Arabic, trying to convince her to come with the . "Best price," they insisted in thick
accents, looking at her eagerly. "For you-best price."

7. A different understanding of slavery, however, was beg nning to take shape in the North. Taking
the most progressive stand of the day, the Vermont Co stitution of 1777 insisted that "all men
are born equally free and independent," and added a cI use prohibiting slavery based on this
belief.

8. Melvin Carter says he is proud they were able to put th ban in place. And, he insists, all the
credit belongs to the teens who came to him. "My offic guided them through the process," he
says. "I wanted them to learn they can change the law.'

9. Later, the English beat the French in a war and won c ntrol of all of Canada. But the French
speaking Canadians were very proud of their French rots, and insisted that French be one of
the official languages. So Canada is officially bilingual. It has two official languages.

10. Everyone blamed Joey. He was always the one with all the leftover food. But Joe}nsisted it
wasn't his fault.

ReadWorks Vocabulary - insistReadWorks~

Definitions and sample sentences within definition are p~oea~~o~kS~rg . © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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inspect sp ct

ReadWorks Vocabulary - inspectReadWorks'

Definition I
I

ve~~to look at with care in order to find any problems. 1
He inspected the machines to make sure they were .rfe.

I

Advanced Definition
transitive verb i

1. to look at very carefully, esp. to assess any damage or imperfection.

He inspected his shirt for stains.

The general inspected the troops.

The doctor inspected the wound.

2. to look at critically and formally to determine complia ce with regulations.

An officialfrom the health department came to in ect the restaurant.

People must have their cars inspected once a yea .

All fruit has to be inspected before it enters the co

Spanish cognate

inspeccionar. The Spanish word inspeccionar means inspe t.

These are some examples of how the word or f rms of the word are used:

1. Safety at the Hoover Dam is a top priority as the workers there constantly inspect the dam for
damage.

2. Two weeks later, residents of Luzon discovered steam coming out of a giant volcano called
Mount Pinatubo. But when scientists inspected the volcano, they did not find any evidence the
volcano would erupt.

3. They searched the house. Lashaun, a sergeant first class from Chester, Virginia, was
inspecting a bathroom on the first floor when he ndticed a nylon strap sticking out from under
the shower basin. I

. . ReadWorks.org . © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
Definitions and sample sentences within definition are provided by Wordsmyth. © 2015 Wordsmyth. All rights reserved.



ReadWorkst ReadWorks Vocabulary - inspect

4. "Then the inspector takes over, looks for live or dead b dbugs, and brings in the control team.
The key is practice and retraining," says Michael Merch nt, professor and extension urban
entomologist at the Texas AgriLife Research and Exten ion Center at Dallas.

5. "Parents should inspect their child's backpack," says j shua Hyman; a doctor at Morgan
Stanley Children's Hospital of New York- Presbyterian. 'Kids often carry much more than they
should."

6. Cassini snapped shots of Enceladus as the craft orbite Saturn. On close inspection, the
photos show geysers spurting ice particles hundreds 0 miles above the moon's south pole.

7. During Bush's visit, he and Singh made an important reement. The United States will share
nuclear technology and fuel with India. In return, India ill allow international inspectors into
14 of its 22 nuclear plants.

8. Bones dug up from the ground don't often offer much lnformation about their own age, so
paleontologists have developed several methods to a alyze the earth surrounding those bones
instead. By inspecting the proximity of a fossil, one c n figure out approximately (sometimes
precisely) when the fossil itself was actually a living or anism.

Definitions and sample sentences within definitiorL are p~o~~~:o~kS~rgd'© 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
y or smyth. © 2015 Wordsmyth. All rights reserved.



ReadWorks' Finding Salinger - Comprehension Questions

Name: Date: _-+- _

1. What is Salinger?

A. Salinger is a tree.

B. Salinger is a city.

C. Salinger is a cat.

D. Salinger is a tadpole.

2. A problem in this story is that Sonia cannot find Sali ger. How is this problem
resolved?

A. Sonia opens the thermostat and sets the tempera ure to 80 degrees.

B. Sonia stares out the bus window at the grey skie and grey town.

C. Sonia wishes she could go to the movies or the all.

D. Sonia finds Salinger near the pond in her backya d.

3. Sonia is easily bored.

What evidence from the story supports this conclusio ?

A. "She hadn't been out in the backyard in a very 10 g time, but the summer her family
had moved in, Sonia had done some exploring, and she certainly would have
remembered if there had been a pond."

B. "'Salinger!' Sonia hissed at him. The cat looked p. So he does know what his name
is, she thought. She went over and scooped him up carefully carrying him back through
the thicket and toward the house."

C. "As she unlocked the front door, Sonia decided hat today she would allow herself to
just lie around for an afternoon and do nothing but atch cartoons. She didn't have much
homework anyway, and there wasn't much else to 0 around the place."

D. "She spotted a movement out of the corner of h r eye, near an opening in a thicket.
Salinger? She immediately followed the source of t e movement, pushing her way
through the thicket to see if the cat had gone throu h to the other side."

4. How does Sonia feel about the pond she discover in her backyard?

A. Sonia is interested in the pond in her backyard.

B. Sonia does not care about the pond in her back ard.

C. Sonia is grossed out by the pond in her backya d.

D. Sonia is afraid of the pond in her backyard.

ReadWorks.org . © 2020 ReadWorks®. Inc. All rights reserved.



A. the power of music

B. the attractions of nature

C. the importance of telling the truth

D. the importance of working together

Finding Salinger - Comprehension QuestionsReadWorks~
5. What is a theme of this story?

6. Read the following sentences: "Everything was still overed in water droplets from
the day's rain, and the ground smelled damp and swe t in that special way that only wet
earth and vegetation can smell. This was one thing So ia enjoyed about living out in
the middle of nowhere. When it rained in the city, it j st smelled like wet pavement,
mixed with the same city smells that are always there: cigarette smoke, gasoline,
exhaust, urine."

I
What does the phrase "the middle of nowhere" mea1?

A. a place where there are many people I

B. a place where there are few or no people I
C. a place where there are arcades and malls

D. a place where people use cellphones a lot

7. Choose the answer that best completes the senten e below.

___ , she finds him inSalinger is not in the house when Sonia returns from
the backyard.

A. previously

B. especially

C. including

D. instead

8. What is one thing Sonia enjoys about where she Ii es?

9. What does Sonia think about doing tomorrow?

10. "I should really come out here more," thinks Son a at the end of the story. Why does
she think she should spend more time outside? Sup ort your answer with evidence
from the story.

ReadWorks.org . © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



A Special Deli ery
by ReadWorks

ReadWorks' A Special Delivery

"Anything you want, anytime you need it."

The message showed up at the same time on the same day: mber 12, at 12 p.m., on computers
across the nation. Simultaneously, couriers delivered embossed envelopes containinq cards with the
same message to the offices of the five hundred largest compa in the country, as well as all of the
major news outlets. I

!

One of those many cards found its way to the desk of Christoph'Ferstad, a business reporter at one of the
biggest newspapers in Washington, D.C. It arrived during his lu ch break and was waiting when he
returned, burrito in hand. Christoph was only too happy to put 0 getting back to work, so he picked up the
card to inspect it more closely. It was a beautiful piece of design, and obviously expensive. The paper felt
silky to the touch and weighed heavily in his hands. The backgr und was stark black, with the words
printed out in a crisp white font. There was no explanation on th back, just a website address.

"Christoph, did you just get a card from a company called Anyti e? Do you know anything about this?"

"When did this arrive?" he asked the office secretary.

"Just around 12 p.m.," the secretary replied. "A courier brought t especially for you. He had other, identical
envelopes, too. Perhaps they were going elsewhere in the build ng?"

Christoph picked up the card, turned it over, and typed the web address into his browser. A site popped
up, identical to the card: all black, with the same message in w ite. But the site added in small print:
"Anytime: Launching Tomorrow."

Just then Christoph's phone rang.

It was Martine, Christoph's friend and a reporter at the San Fra cisco Chronicle on the West Coast. "I just
got it, too, Martine," Christoph responded. "No idea. Their bud et must be sizable, though, if they're hand
delivering the cards to reporters all across the country."

The next day websites and blogs were filled with articles tryingIto guess at the identity of Anytime. Was it
an Amazon spinoff? An elaborate prank? Something semi~illeg' I? Anytime's marketing campaign had
worked-they were a household name before they'd even made a single sale. When the reveal came, that·
day at noon, it was considerably less exciting than the rumors hat had swirled around the company.

The website suddenly had a single field that read, "What do y u want?" All you had to do was type the
words into that box and then the website would show you opti ns. You could get your desired item within. .
ReadWorks.org . © 2015 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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learned that within an hour, Anytime could deliver to you: a pupp ,an alligator, a meal from the most
exclusive restaurant in New York City, a manicurist, and, miracle f all miracles, a cable guy who actually
showed up to fix your Internet connection.

Christoph had his first experience with Anytime the next day, when his older brother pranked him by
having a miniature pig delivered during an important meeting. Christoph reciprocated by sending his
brother a mariachi band during a romantic dinner with his wife.

Within weeks, Anytime had become a part of daily life. Nobody u ed other delivery sites or the postal
service anymore-why would you when Anytime was cheaper an you could have whatever you wanted
delivered more quickly?

Christoph still wondered what exactly Anytime was, though. He I oked through the corporate records, but
the company was registered in the Cayman Islands. It was impo sible to decipher who actually owned
Anytime and who was running it. Christoph began to track other eoples' interactions with the company.
He heard rumors about Anytime being used for more nefarious urposes. Not only could you get puppies
and mariachi bands through Anytime, you could purportedly get eapons and illegal substances as well.

The more Christoph delved into Anytime's business, the more s mething seemed off. One of Anytime's
competitors had tried to sue the company for patent violation; so ething to do with their operational
processes at a central warehouse. Within a week, the man behi d the lawsuit had died in a mysterious
accident. The man had drowned at his lake house, even though e had been an expert swimmer.

Christoph read about an attorney general in New York City who ad wanted to investigate Anytime for
potential tax violations. Three weeks later, the attorney general ad to resign after a smear campaign
revealed that he had taken bribes from construction companies.

And on and on. Whenever anyone questioned Anytime, somethi g horrible seemed to happen to that
person. Christoph began a spreadsheet, outlining every instanc that something awful had befallen a
person who'd gone up against Anytime. By lunch, Christoph ha a list of more than one hundred
examples. Goosebumps graced his arms. This could be his big tory, the one that would win him a Pulitzer
Prize. There was absolutely something underhanded going on ere. Christoph worked on his list the rest
of the day, emailing potential sources and looking through news aper archives. One by one, the rest of
the computers shut down and the lights in the newsroom were t rned off as his colleagues went home to
bed. But Christoph couldn't stop; he was so energized by the Ie ds he was finding. Two of the sources
had already emailed him back and they wanted to talk about th suspicious occurrences they had
witnessed.

Around 4 a.m., Christoph fell asleep at his desk, his forehead r sting on the keyboard. He woke up with a
start at 6:30 a.m., when the early shift arrived and began turnin on the lights. Bleary-eyed, Christoph
stared at his computer. His inbox was full of emails from an anonymous address that all said the same
thing: "Stop stirring up trouble." Christoph smiled. He had no intention of stopping his investigation, and
now he knew he was on the right track.
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Name: Date: __ ----

1. Who sent the message "Anything you want, anytimel you need it" to computers and
reporters across the country? I

A. Christoph Ferstad

B. Christoph's friend Martine

C. the company Anytime

D. the company Amazon
I

2. Based on the text, how can the character Christoph best be described?

A. smart, friendly, and optimistic

B. curious, observant, and determined

C. cheerful, lucky, and laid-back

D. cautious, quiet, and nervous

3. Read these sentences from the text.

Whenever anyone questioned Anytime, something h rrible seemed to happen to that
person. Christoph began a spreadsheet, outlining ev ry instance that something awful
had befallen a person who'd gone up against Any tim . By lunch, Christoph had a list of
more than one hundred examples.

Based on this evidence, what conclusion can you dr ?

A. Most people are suspicious of Anytime's actions but they are not willing to go up
against the company.

B. Anytime is most likely responsible for the "horrib e" things that keep happening to
people who go up against it.

C. Christoph believes that the pattern of "horrible" hings happening to people who
question Anytime is a coincidence.

D. Very few people question Anytime's actions or t to go up against the company.
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4. Who most likely sent the anonymous emails telling Christoph to "stop stirring up

trouble"?

A. Christoph's friend Martine

B. The attorney general of New York City

C. The company Anytime

D. Another reporter at Christoph's newspaper

5. What is the main idea of this story?

A. A new company, Anytime, becomes a part of dail life because of its impressive
delivery services.
B. A reporter starts investigating the suspicious acti ities of a mysterious new company,
Anytime.
C. A new delivery company, Anytime, gains people' attention with its mysterious
marketing plan.
D. A reporter decides to write an article advertising a popular new delivery company,
Anytime.

6. Read these sentences from the text.

Whenever anyone questioned Anytime, something h rrible seemed to happen to that
person. Christoph began a spreadsheet, outlining ev ry instance that something awful
had befallen a person who'd gone up against Any tim . By lunch, Christoph had a list of
more than one hundred examples. Goosebumps gra ed his arms. This could be his big
story, the one that would win him a Pulitzer Prize. T ere was absolutely something
underhanded going on here.

Based on these sentences, what does the word "un erhanded" mean?

A. pleasant and exciting

B. unplanned and accidental

C. fair and justifiable

D. dishonest and sneaky
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7. Choose the answer that best completes the senten

Christoph's inbox was full of emails that II said "Stop stirring up trouble,"-----
he had no intention of stopping his investigation.

A. At first

B. Even though

C. For example

D. Because

8. According to Christoph's research, what happened to anyone who questioned or

went up against Anytime?

9. Read these sentences from the end of the text.

Bleary-eyed, Christoph stared at his computer. His in ox was full of emails from an
anonymous address that all said the same thing: 'Stop stirring up trouble.' Christoph
smiled. He had no intention of stopping his investigation and now he knew he was on
the right track.

Why might these emails have helped Christoph knof he was "on the right track" to
learn about and reveal Anytime's suspicious activitie ? Support your answer with
evidence from the text.

10. The author chose to end this text with the anonymous emails telling Christoph to
"stop stirring up trouble" and with Christoph's decision to keep on investigating Anytime.
What effect or feeling might the author be trying to create with this ending? Support
your answer with evidence from the text.
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